Mining Tools & Services

Serving customers in Australia
with quality service and tools
for over 20 years
Our story…
Working on a minesite, safety and efficiency is extremely important. Downtime while looking for a misplaced
tool is expensive – especially if it also means downtime of a machine.
Henchman Products is a turnkey solution toolkit provider with over 20 years experience in finding specific
solutions to our customers individual requirements – allowing us to deliver a superior service, product and
price.
Due to our knowledge about assembly tools, critical joints, health and safety regulations and a comprehensive range of tools including specialist tools that are not easily found elsewhere, we are a long-standing
recognised supplier that listens to your needs and provides you with the ideal solution. We are your single
point of contact – instead of dealing with multiple tool suppliers – and can also provide tool safety training.
• Test & Measurement Equipment
• Hand Tools
• Insulated Tools
• Copper Beryllium Tools
• Titanium Tools
• Torque Control & Measurement
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• Tool Control Foam
• Custom Tool Crib Setup
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ABN 76 107 346 113
Australia:		
Free:

+612 4956 7111
1800 091 109

E-mail:		 sales@henchman.com.au
Website: 		 www.henchman.com.au

Visual & Electronic Tool Control
In a toolkit with shadow foam for visual tool control
there is an allocated place for every tool, reducing
downtime caused by searching for lost tools and increasing efficiency. It will let you see instantly which
tools are in use. Laser etching the toolkit number
onto the tools will also let you know which toolkit a
tool belongs to.
Henchman is a turnkey solution provider with in-house
CNC machinery and laser equipment. We are well
known worldwide for our high-quality toolkits.
From soft cases or hard cases with wheels or drawers to
roll cabinets or container workshops – our customized
toolkits are scalable and come in every shape and size.
HenchmanTRAK, our Electronic Tool Control system,
records every user and the tools or toolkits issued or returned, providing accountability at all times, reducing the
number of lost tools and increasing efficiency.
Explorer Cases are virtually indestructible and provide
a solution for any equipment requiring a high level of
protection. Their dust and waterproof qualities make
them ideal for use in the harshest of environments.

Toolkitting Service
To save you time and money wasted on sourcing equipment, we
design a toolkit with you that meets the requirements of your plant
or vehicle maintenance engineers and technicians – with their
unique range of tools and a professional branded presentation.
Your custom toolkits can easily be modified
and quickly reordered as one part number to
significantly reduce your order processing time.
Your benefits:
• Single-source supplier for all your tooling needs
• Easy order process for additional toolkits and
the replacement of single tools
• Wide range of cases available – with pouches,
straps or custom-cut foam inlays
• Top quality tools and cases at cost effective
pricing
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Quality Hand Tools

VDE Tools

Our range includes tools from brands such
as Proto, Knipex, Stahlwille, Friedrich and more,
manufactured in the USA and Germany and
imported directly by us:

We offer a full range of insulated tools imported from Friedrich and Wiha in Germany

• Full range of standard socketry
• Spanners up to large sizes

• VDE 1.000V rated, 10.000V tested
• Liveline working
• Prevent arc risk when working on large
DC battery banks

• Impact sockets
• Slogging wrenches
• Tethered Tools

Torque Tightening Solutions
Henchman is a specialist in torque tightening solutions, distributing top quality brands
like Atlas Copco, Desoutter and Norwolf plus other related tools.
Our experienced sales engineers can help you with your torque requirements, providing battery tools, DC tools, specialist transducerised tools, pulse tools and much more.
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Repair & Calibration Service
We can either calibrate your new equipment before shipping it to you, ready for
use, or service and repair your existing equipment.
• Calibration of your new equipment before delivery – ready to use!
• Service of existing tools – just one single contact for all your calibration and
servicing needs
• Inhouse database of your equipment – we keep track of your calibration
requirements and send you reminders
• We understand and are intelligent about your requirements and quality
standards as well as the environment that this equipment is used in.
We offer Servicing and Repair of:
• Dimensional Metrology: Squares, Dial and Electronic Gauges; Gauge Blocks
and Accessories; Plug and Thread Gauges; Thickness Gauges; Height and
Length Gauges; Feeler Gauges; Micrometers; Rules and Tapes; Verniers;
Straight Edges
• Force Measurement: Tensiometers; Torque Wrenches/Meters; Load Cells; Jacks;
Beltweighers; Balances and Scales; Force Testing Machines; Weighing Kits
• Temperature: Thermometers; Temperature Probes; Furnaces; IR Temperature Meters; Temperature Meters; Ovens; Temperature Controllers
• Electrical: Insulation Testers; Frequency Meters; Function Generators;
Power Supplies; Multimeters; RCCB Testers; MilliOhm Testers; 		
Oscilloscopes; Current Meters; Network Analyzers;
		 Appliance Testers; Hi Pot Testers
• Other Instruments: Pressure Gauges; Levels; Tachometers;
Vibration Analyzers; Moisture/Humidity Meters; Vacuum
		 Gauges; PH Meters Sound Meters; Flux Meters; Flow
			 Meters; Protractors; Conductivity Meters; Duro				
meters; Light Meters

Fluke Test Equipment
We are an authorized Fluke distributor and stockist
of the Fluke range of test equipment.
We offer a wide range of Fluke electronic test and
measurement tools, digital multimeters, electrical
testers, thermometers,
analysers, meters as well
as accessories like leads,
probes and carry cases.
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Power Tools
Chicago Pneumatics represents reliability and
attention to customer needs, as a global manufacturer of power tools, air compressors, generators, light towers, and hydraulic equipment
for professional and industrial applications. It
represents products that are engineered for high
performance.

Milwaukee Tools lead the industry in both durability and performance. With an unwavering
commitment to the trades, Milwaukee continues
to lead with a focus on providing innovative,
trade-specific solutions. Whether it is through their
leadership in Lithium-Ion technology, time-saving
accessories or innovative hand tool products,
Milwaukee is dedicated to delivering a steady
stream of advanced solutions for the trades that
offer increased productivity and unmatched durability.

Clayton Brake Washers
The Clayton Brake Washer provides outstanding protection from
exposure to hazardous brake dust and does an excellent job of
cleaning brakes, drums and brake parts.
• Compressed air powered
• Flow-through brush
• Injector nozzle
• Includes a 15 micron efficient cloth sock filter
to catch debris and extending the useful life
of cleaning solution
• The TNT Solution is a non-toxic, non-flammable,
biodegradable cleaner
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Toolcrib & Container Setup Service
Our customized toolkits are scalable and come in almost every shape and size. The currently
largest option is a mobile toolcrib container fitted with workbenches and storage for tools, toolkits
and equipment.
Using our Electronic Tool Control system henchmanTRAK, every user and the tool or toolkit issues
and returns are recorded, providing accountability at all times. Tools can also be reported as broken
or in need for a service. Due to our Cloud Server, the tool status dashboard can be viewed remotely
on a mobile device or desktop computer, significantly reducing the time spend on stocktake and
ordering replacements or booking services – for both the crew on site and the backoffice.
The use of Tool Control significantly reduces the money spend on lost and misplaced tools, the risk
of foreign object damage and the downtime looking for a tool or repairing the damage, which is a
much larger and often difficult cost to estimate.
• Equipment safely stored close to the jobsite
• Tools and toolkits accounted
for at all times
• Detailed insight of stock
movement and status for
supervisors and backoffice
• Saves money and time
spend on lost tools and
downtime of machinery

Case Study: Toolkitting
for Mount Isa Copper
Without any tool control system in place, Mount Isa Copper
faced the challenge of the majority of their tools being misplaced or lost. The company spend a lot of time and money
on replacing tools, in addition to loosing money on downtime
due to employees being unable to use some equipment and
machinery.
Henchman initially provided Mt. Isa Copper with a fit-out for a
shutdown container workshop. As a result of using the newly
implemented tool control system, almost all tooling went back
into the toolkits. No further convincing needed, nowadays all
of Mt Isa Coppers tooling goes into foam.
The use of Tool Control has significantly reduced lost and
misplaced tools and increased efficiency. Not only the
saving of cost of the actual lost tools, but also the lost
time in looking for a tool to get a job done, which is a
much larger and often difficult cost to estimate.
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Consumables
Full range of high quality consumables
• Drill Bits
• Driver Bits
• Knife Blades
• Chemicals & Cleaners

Personal Protective Equipment
Reduce your employees exposure to hazards with our
range of protective clothing and gear:
• Safety Mats
• Gloves
• Coveralls
• Face Shields
• ArcFlash Clothing
• ESD Gear
• PPE Tethering

For more Information
call us on 1800 091 109
or send an E-Mail to
sales@henchman.com.au

